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ABSTRACT

The arrival of high-speed, large-area IC's forces development of packages with highdensity, small cross-sectional wiring. This trend is particularly clear for packages
housing many chips (MCM's). It is shown how electrical, thermal, and fabricational
constraints control line geometry in MCM's forcing the use of lossy lines. To
obtain high speeds with these lossy lines, a generalized impedance-matched design
is to combine load, line, and driver for overshoot-controlled performance. Using
overshoot control, tradeoffs among power, area, and performance are derived for
low-impedance buffers and drivers useful for lossy lines in MCM's.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Progress in electronics has been driven by improvements in the silicon chip since
the inception of the solid state revolution. Down-scaling of the feature sizes has
been the major driving force, with dimensions down to submicrometers achievable
with optical lithography [1, 2, 3, 4]. Expected progress in x-ray lithography may
well continue to shrink device size before physical limits to down-scaling become
apparent [5, p.2].
The motivations behind device miniaturization are reductions in cost per
function and improvements in system performance [6]. Performance improves as
device dimensions decrease because the intrinsic switching time in MOSFET's de
creases. (The intrinsic delay is given approximately by the channel length divided
by the carrier velocity). As the device becomes smaller, it consumes less power.
Therefore, device miniaturization also reduces the energy used for each switch
ing operation. With the decrease in the area needed for a given function, and
improvements in wafer yields and more advanced means of chip design, the chip
area continues to increase, bringing functionally more complicated VLSI chips to
production. As a result, the number of circuits per chip, including MOSFET and
BJT logic gates and memory bits per chip, continues to increase. Fig. (1.1) [6],
curve (a) displays the exponential growth of the number of components per chip,
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Figure 1.1: Exponential growth of the number of components per IC chip, and
exponential decrease of the minimum device dimensions.
curve (b) shows the exponential decrease of the minimum device dimensions.
Although the power needed by each gate decreases, and the voltage sup
plied to each gate decreases, the total chip power increases significantly due to the
high integration on chip and the fast operating speed of the system. This increase
in chip power with decrease in voltages requires a low-voltage, high-current power
supply [5]. The reduced voltage level decreases noise margins by a corresponding
amount [7], making maintenance of signal/noise ratio more demanding.
The down-scaling in minimum feature size brings many new challenges for
package designers. In recent years the on-chip delay in semiconductor devices has
been reduced more than the signal delay in packaged IC's [8]. Fig. (1.2) [5] shows
how the package more and more dominates performance as frequency is increased,
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Figure 1.2: The package dominates at high frequencies
if no changes in the package are made. Thus, packaging has become a performance
restriction for high-speed systems. To keep pace with the potential improvements
in VLSI chip speed, packing density, and reliability, significant improvements in
interconnection and packaging technologies must be achieved. Electronic packag
ing and interconnection approaches have to meet increasingly demanding system
performance requirements. Interconnect design rules must be compatible with the
requirements of chip performance.
All package systems must provide the basic functions of: (1) signal inter
connections; (2) power distribution and cooling; and (3) support and protection for
chips and other components. Many additional attributes may be required in any
specific package application. Package systems must be optimized for performance
reliability and cost.
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Many package technologies such as thick film, thin film and hybrid multilayered technology have been developed and improved over the years. In the
1980's the multichip module (MCM) has been developed to reduce signal delays,
power requirements and the physical size of the electronic systems. Multichip mod
ules (MCM's) offer great advantages for high performance systems by eliminating
chip-level packaging and allowing higher interconnection density. More and more
attention has been given to MCM design because of its promising performance,
high density, and reasonable cost. MCM packaging design is a very complex issue.
It is multi-disciplinary, involving electronics, mechanics, material science, chem
ical engineering, etc. Modeling of the package system becomes more and more
important, because it saves money and time, and offers better systematic design
procedures and optimization. This study contributes to finding a design window
for interconnections for high performance packaging with particular interest in
multichip modules.
Physical parameters and performance of packaging are keys to packaging
design. First we will consider signal lines, and then power lines, because both are
subject to quite different requirements.
For signal lines, a range of possible interconnection geometries, i.e., width
W, thickness T, spacing 5, and dielectric thickness H, defines a interconnection

design window. This design window is determined by many factors in interconnec
tion design: packing density, mechanical, fabricational and electrical requirements.
Figure (1.3) represents various cross-sectional choices of signal lines in an
MCM for the particular example of an embedded microstrip configuration. It can
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be seen that the geometric parameters are not independent of each other. Fig (1.3a) is one extreme choice where H = H max and lowest T/H ratio T/H = T m i n /H m a x ,
and Fig (1.3-b) is the other extreme choice where H = H m i n . From /f mtn to H max ,
width, thickness and spacing are changing in a coordinated fashion.
The correlation between these changes are due to: first, the requirement
of controlled impedance design; and second, the requirement of a limited coupling
noise. Controlled impedance design is required to avoid impedance discontinuity
in the signal lines which could cause signal reflections. As will be shown in section
2.3.2 and detailed analysis in chapter 3, controlled impedance design requires that
ratio T/H and W/H scale together, therefore, from (a) to (b), when T/H increases
the corresponding W/H decreases to keep characteristic impedance unchanged.
Coupling noise control, on the other hand, defines how the ratio S/H scales with
W/H and T/H. As shown in Fig. (1.3), spacing S changes with other parameters,
W, T and H.

Within the design window the best choice depends on many factors. In
chapter two section 2.1, using Rent's rule, it is shown that line pitch (width +
spacing) is a function of IC circuits density and number of wiring layers. Increased
IC circuit count leads to a need for high density wiring. Fig. (1.3-b) offers the
highest wiring density, this geometry can accommodate all the interconnections
required by an IC technology in the least number of layers.
But the disadvantages of small geometries are reduced yield and higher
line resistance. Section 2.2 explains the relation between line width and yield,
and shows for a good yield and fabrication control line width cannot be too small.
Hence, from case (a) to (b), packing density improves, while line resistance and

yield become poorer. A good design choice needs to balance these design concerns.
In chapter 3, the embedded microstrip configuration is analyzed quanti
tatively, and a design window for this particular structure is established. Com
parisons of packing density, line resistance and processing limits are given and
tradeoffs of these factors in picking the design choice are discussed.
For power lines, the design concerns are different than for signal lines.
Among the concerns are: DC (IR) voltage drop, which decides the uniformity
of supply-voltage distribution; simultaneous switching noise; and thermal effects,
including: electromigration and temperature rise in power lines. In section 2.3.1,
noise control for power lines, DC voltage drop and simultaneous switching noise
are discussed. From requirement of uniform voltage supply, a limit on power line
cross-section is established. In the same section, means of reducing the simulta
neous switching noise are discussed, and it is shown as a result of high packing
density, a large number of wiring layers is needed, requiring the reduction of di
electric thickness to keep simultaneous switching noise under control. Conductor
temperature rise is a consequence of higher power demand by the chip. As dis
cussed in section 2.4.1, for increased power requirements, conductor cross-sections
cannot be too small in order to keep temperature rise within specifications set by
reliability requirement.
MCM allows a high performance design because of its high packing density.
The price for this high packing density is that the cross section of interconnection
is decreased as already mentioned. Therefore line resistance is increased, and
the use of lossy interconnections in MCM is unavoidable and tends to degrade
performance. In chapter 4, we focus on achieving high speeds with lossy lines.
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Using an overshoot-control condition [10], which combines load, line, and driver for
a overshoot-controlled performance, it is shown that reduction of driver resistance
below characteristic impedance of the line is necessary to achieve a faster circuit
response for interconnections in multichip modules. Such low-impedance drivers
using CMOS, bipolar, and BiCMOS technologies are explored. Finally, conclusions
are presented in chapter 5, and discussion of future developments is attempted.
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CHAPTER 2
MCM INTERCONNECTION DESIGN STRATEGIES AND LIMITS

The new requirements for packages introduced by IC technology fall into four
major areas: noise immunity, high circuit count, high yield, and mechanical and
fabricational limits, as shown in Fig. (2.1). In the following discussion, we examine
the constraints or limits set by each requirement. It will be shown that the design
of IC packages involves many technical issues, and that electrical considerations
alone are not a complete basis upon which tq optimize a design. Other concerns,
such as mechanical constraints and cost of manufacture, play important roles.
The various constraints unfortunately are not completely compatible. Rather, for
high performance, low cost, and reliable packaging, constraint conflicts need to be
resolved. Our discussion is restricted to MCM design.

IC TECHNOLOGY

MECHANICAL

LMITS

YIELD

Figure 2.1: Four major factors of IC technology that affects the package design
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2.1 Circuit Count and Wiring Density
The integration level in IC's is reaching higher and higher levels. Consequently,
more interconnections, hence, higher wiring densities are needed at the package
level. Although miniaturizing of wiring and addition of multiple layers can meet
this demand, our objective is to establish some bounds on the wiring geometry,
and its resistance in particular, as a result of chip demands. The following analysis
connects circuit count on chip to the number of I/O terminals using Rent's rule,
and derives wiring density as a function of circuit count. From the wiring density
requirement, the number of wiring layers and the line pitch and average line length
are derived. These parameters are fundamental to the interconnect performance.
Figure (2.2) is a flow chart of this section.
CIRCUIT
COUMT

#of I/O
RENT'i RULE

LINE LENGTH I
LAYERS K
PITCH
P

Figure 2.2: Flow chart of circuit count and wiring density.
Information that controls the electrical operations on a chip is brought
in and out by terminals located either at the chip edges or over its entire surface
(I/O's). The total number of required signal terminals strongly depends on the
function (logic type) of the chip and the functional density (circuit density) on
chip. For example, storage or memory chips, i.e. DRAM or SRAM, require fewer
I/O terminals than random logic chips.
Different system architectures require different numbers of interconnec
tions. For example, consider three architectures [11]: parallel processors, pipeline
processors and array processors. In parallel processing, multiple processors operate
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on the different parts of the same problem or similar problems. In pipeline process
ing, each processor performs one step of the operation, then passes the partially
processed data to the next element, forming a serial chain or a loop of processors.
Finally, array processors, combine the operations of parallel and pipeline elements
by having a block of elements working in parallel for one step then passing the
partially processed data to the next block for the next stage of the operation.
Using these examples, we can show that the distribution of lengths of
interconnections and the number of I/O's varies a great deal with the type of ar
chitecture involved. In the parallel configuration, almost all of the control lines and
data lines are unique to a particular microprocessor and, therefore go to external
I/Os. There are only a small fraction of internal interconnects and most are exter
nal interconnects. In the pipeline configuration, the data out of the first processor
feeds the second processor and so on. There are then few external interconnects
and more internal interconnects. In, addition, lengths are short. Finally, in the
array processor, where there are both parallel and pipeline operations, there are
about the same amount of external interconnects as there are internal.
For a given choice of chip organization, on-chip circuit count determines
the number of I/O's. As the number of gates increases, the amount of information
that is brought in and out increases (at a rate dependent on the chip organization)
and, therefore, the number of I/O's increases.
The interconnection of an increased number of I/O's requires a dense net
work of wires on packages. We want to relate this density requirement to restric
tions upon the physical parameters of the package: line geometries, line lengths
and the area requirements of interconnection. Through Rent's rule [12], simplified
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Table 2.1: Rent's Constant for Various Logic Types
Type of System
Static Memory
Gate Array
Random Logic
Microprocessor

B
r
6.0 0.12
1.9 0.5
1.4 0.63
0.8 0.5

formulas that govern all the parameters can be derived.
Rent's rule, which relates the number of I/O's required for a block of
logic elements to the number of gates, has proved useful for many generations of
semiconductor device technology improvements. The empirical constants in the
rule have been modified and adjusted at times, but its form still is valid. The
basic equation for Rent's rule is:
N t = BN r c

(2.1)

where N t is the number of input-output terminals on a chip, N c is the number
of gates inside a chip, and r and B are constants fitted to empirical studies. For
logic chips, the value of r is in the range of 1/2 to 1, and B is between 2 and 4
[13]. For a high-performance logic system, r=2/3, B=2.5 [9], has been reported.
Fig. (2.3) [9] shows this dependency. Table 2.1 [11] lists r and B for several types
of systems.
Applying Rent's rule from Eq. (2.1) to the multichip module, if the chips
have an average gate count Nc and the multichip module contains M chips, the
total gate count MNC would require Nm terminals:
N m = B(MN C ) T .

(2.2)
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Figure 2.3: I/O number as a function of integration level.
However as the package level changes, (e.g. from chip to board, to backplane),
Rent's exponent r may change, reflecting a change in the organization of the subpackages, for example, in the MCM case, the chip organization. As we mentioned
before, at any level we have the choice of parallel, a pipeline or an array configu
ration which may vary from the MCM level to chip level.
Rent's rule implies some restriction on the distribution of line lengths. The
average wire length is related to terminal count, as explored by Donath [14], and
later by Feuer [15] in a different way. The two agree asymptotically in the limit of
large numbers of chip terminals to an average line length that is proportional to
the r — 1/2 power of the number of chips interconnected [16]:
I=f{NTMy-±Pc

(2.3)

where N r is the chip terminal counts given by Eq. (2.1), P e is the chip pitch
(center-to-center distance of two adjacent chips), and / is a proportionality factor
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Figure 2.4: Average line length as a function of number of gates in the module,
line length is in the unit of chip pitch.
relating the wire length to the chip pitch. Fig. (2.4) [17] displays the relation
between average line length and number of gates (NeM) packaged in the module
(for r > 0.5). Equation (2.3) shows average line length is a function of the number
of chips M, and the exponent r. The simplest case is r= 1/2, which predicts that
the average length is simply proportional to chip pitch Pe with no dependence on
M. This case corresponds to the components that have connections only going to

neighboring locations, see Fig. (2.5-a). For r > 1/2, connection between chips are
more complex. In general, line length could have a wide range of distribution. Fig
( 2.5-b) shows an example of random connections between chips.
Based on Eq. (2.2) and Eq.(2.3), we also can estimate the area required by
interconnections on a module carrying M chips. An interconnection line of length
I covers an area I x Pi, where the line pitch Pi is the sum of line width W and line

spacing S, Pi = W + S. For Nm/2 interconnections on the module (connection in
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pairs only is assumed for this analysis) the total area needed by interconnection is:
(2.4)

Atotai — yIPlNm,
where / is the average line length. Using Eq. (2.3), we have
A tot ai = \fN m (N T M) r -^P,P c ,

(2.5)

Eq. (2.5) gives a crude estimate of the area needed for interconnections. This
area is proportional to the r — 1/2 power of the number of chips on the module M
and to the terminal count Nm. The chip pitch, Pc, is roughly proportional to the
average chip dimension, Pc oc \J~Kc, with j4c=average chip area.
In packaging design, the total area available for wiring is limited by other
constraints, i.e., electrical partition, number of layers and dielectric height, etc. If
the total available area is KAW, where K is the number of wiring layers, Aw is the
wiring area at each level, then wiring density (number of wires per area) on a given
level is Nm/(2KAW). To accommodate all the interconnections into K layers, it
requires:
Atotai < KAW.
Nearst Neighbor Routing

(a)

(2.6)
Random Routinj

(b)

Figure 2.5: a). Nearest neighbor routing, b). Random connection between chips.
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Using Eq. (2.5), it is found that the line pitch Pi and chip pitch P c must satisfy:
PiPc < i
r.
\fN m {N T My-±

(2.7)

~

Assuming chip pitch is related to chip area as P c oc yfKct and substituting P c into
Eq. (2.7), we get a relation between line pitch and the number of wiring layers:
Pi <
—
1

KAW
jL, / i
Nm{NTBJAf—
My-ty/T
c
* T • %T

(2.8)
v
/

where we have arbitrarily chosen the proportionality constants to combine to unity.
Thus the increase of terminal count Nm and chip count M forces the line pitch Pi to
decrease, or the number of wiring layers K to increase. Table 2.2 applies Eq. (2.8)
and Eq. (2.2) to three technologies: thick-film, thin-film and advanced-thin-film
defined in Table 2.3. Values in Table 2.2 are calculated using B=2.5, r=0.6 (here
B and r values are for logic systems). For 9 chips of Ac=lcm2, the module area is

at least 9cm2. According to Blodgett [18] due to the pseudo-random character of
the wiring not all of the space can be used, the available wiring space is likely to be
only 50% of the substrate area. Therefore we take the wiring area Aw=5cm2. Line
pitch Pi is taken from Table 2.3. It can be seen from Table 2.2, wiring area (KAW)
increases with the chip integration level dramatically. Thick film packaging, which
has the largest line pitch, requires more layers than thin film and advanced thin
film packaging. Taking a gate count of iVc=64,000 as an example, thick film needs
54 layers, thin-film needs 5 layers and advanced thin-film needs only 3 layers. A
large number of gates/chip makes thick-film impossible to use due to processing
difficulties in making many layers.
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Table 2.2: Chip Integration Levels and Module Wiring Area
thin film adv. thin film
chips I/O's
I/O's
thick film
wire layers
/chip /module wire layers wire layers
K
K
K
Ne
M
Nt
Nm
7
1,000
158
590
1
1
9
1355
18
1
4,000
9
362
2
550
29
8,000
9
2053
3
2
4(3)
16,000
9
832
3112
46(46)*
2
6(6)
32,000
9
1262
4716
72(77)
3
64,000
1913
7419
10(9)
9
118(107)
5
gate
/chip

*: Numbers in parenthesis are from C. G. Eggerding's (IBM) talk presented at
conference: "Multichip Module Substrated Technologies", November, 1991. Chip
number M is normalized to 9 to compare with our results.

Table 2.3: Parameters of Three Package Technologies
Parameter
line pitch Pi (fim)
conductor width

Thick film [20]
300

W (urn)

100

10

6

thickness T (fim)
resistivity (Cu)

30

5

2

p (fiil — cm)
resistance R (fI/cm)

1.7
0.06

3.0
6

3.0
14

per unit length

Thin film[20] adv. thin film[13]
25
12
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With thin-film and advanced-thin-film packaging, line resistance can not
be neglected. For the same length of interconnection, resistance of advanced-thinfilm is more than 2 times that of thin-film line and more than 200 times that of
thick-film line. The number of layers, as mentioned before, is limited due to the
limitation on package inductance (as will be discussed later) and fabrication cost.
The accommodation of a large number of interconnections on a limited number
of layers results in a high density of interconnection in each layer. This high
density forces finer line geometries and may force us to use the smallest possible
line geometries. Therefore, resistive loss of interconnection is unavoidable.

2.2

Yield and Scaling Rule

It should be explained that yield and scaling go hand in hand. For a reasonable
cost, IC fabrication yield has to be controlled. This in turn places a limit on the
dimensions of a minimum feature. By applying a simple yield model, we will show
how the requirement of yield leads to a limit on interconnection width, and to a
scaling rule from chip to module. The use of the yield-determined minimum width
results in the highest packing density [38], Fig. (2.6).
YIELD

Wmin

MIN # of
LAYER Kmin

Figure 2.6: Yield requirement leads to minimum feature size
For a good overall yield, high yield in IC fabrication must be accompanied
by high yield in packages. For MCM fabrication, such as thin film and thick film,
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yield is related to the size and the number of defects presented in the manufacturing
environments. Defects introduced into the structures during the processing may
cause metal line opens and shorts, or interlevel defects such as defective vias,
interlevel line shorts. There are two types of defects: environmental defects and
processing defects. Environmental defects refer to particulate contamination in the
vicinity of fabrication, while processing defects could be contributed by improper
photoresist removal, faulty control of metal deposition process, etc.
A fatal environmental defect causes an electrical performance problem in
the chip or package. Yield decreases as the number of fatal defects increases. For
an interconnection, there are two factors that decide whether a defect is fatal or
not: defect size and line width. For an example, a metal line 5/zm wide may
tolerate a dust particle of 1/im in size, but if this same particle sits on a 1/im line,
it probably will cause a fatal defect in the system. As line width scales down, the
fatal defect size scales down accordingly. In a controlled cleanroom environment,
probability density of an environmental defect occurring is a strong function of its
size x (diameter) [21, 22]:
/(*) =

(2-9)

For a defect area smaller than 1/zm, m=3 [24],
f( x ) = *4.
X

(2.10)

where k is a constant, f(x) is the probability density function. Eq.( 2.10) demon
strates a rapidly rising probability distribution with reduction of defect size. There
are more small defects than large ones.
To have a good yield, the number of fatal defects has to be controlled. Here
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we use a Poisson yield model to show that yield is determined by the minimum
feature size and the substrate size.
Consider the problem of placing n point defects in N cells. Each cell
represents a chip on the wafer. If n defects are randomly distributed among the
N defect-sensitive chips of area Ac, the probability that zero defects drop on area
A is defined as yield. Under the assumption that the probability of a point defect
failing in an area Ac is proportional to Ac, independent of the number of defects
falling inside Ac, Poisson yield is derived as [23]
Y = e~ D o A

(2.11)

where D a can be calculated from the defect distribution function given by Eq.
(2.10) as follows. Suppose for a particular minimum lateral feature size, Wc, all
defects with size equal to x0 or larger are fatal. The fatal defect size is usually some
fraction of the minimum feature size, x0 = gWc, where g is between one and zero.
Integrating Eq.(2.10) from x = x0 to x = oo determines the probability density of
a potential fatal defect of size x0 or larger as:
(2.12)

which, for a large number of wafers, determines the average area density of defects
of size greater than x0 as
(2.13)
with n = average number of defects per unit area of any size (uniform defect area
density). Suppose defects with size equal or larger than the minimum feature size
W are fatal, i.e., g — 1, x0 = Wc. Substituting D0 into Eq. (2.11), we get
(2.14)
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This means the scaling of wire width to smaller values decreases yield. At chip
level the probability of a defect falling on a particular chip is proportional to the
chip size Ac (Ac is the chip area) and the probability that it is fatal is inversely
proportional to the square of the feature size Wc, according to Eq. (2.13) with
x0 = Wc. By the same token, at module level, the probability of a fatal defect
falling on the module is proportional to the module size Am (Am is the module
area) and inversely proportional to the square of the line width Wm. Practically
at module level the yield Ym should be better than at the chip level Yc, therefore
Ym > Y c .
If yield is to be kept as a constant from chip to module, i.e., the limiting case, the
two probabilities should be the same. In other words, the scaling of module size
and line width should follow that of chip size and minimum feature size.
VAm
\f~Ac
n
WT - wT "
~

/0 1 r\

(2'l5)

Hence, as area increases from chip to module, linewidth also must increase, so the
yield remains unchanged. Fig. (2.7) illustrates this scaling requirement.
As mentioned before, in practice (3 often is lowered for the module to
improve the yield at module level. Table 2.4 lists some examples of chip and
module scaling. Figure (2.8) [19] illustrates evolution for the leading dimensions
of the minimum feature size and the edge length of chips, and ceramic and organic
packages. The trend of this picture shows for both chip and package we are reaching
higher and higher edge-size to minimum-feature-size ratios. For chips and ceramic
packages, the constant /? in Eq.( 2.15) is reaching 10s. This increase in /? is possible
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dafect

module
(b)

Figure 2.7: Scaling from chip to module, (a) Chip size and its minimum feature
size, (b) module size and its minimum feature size
Table 2.4: Scaling of Chip and Packaging
package
chip
MCM
typical value
thin film
ceramic
PCB

wmin
1 (fim)
12 ( f i m )

package edge
1 cm
12 cm

104
104

reference
[20]
follow chip scaling

25 (/im)
250 (nm)
80 (/im)

10 cm
10 cm
60 cm

4 x 103
4 x 102
7.5 x 103

[25]
[25]
[25]

fi

because of better control over defects, e.g. by reduction of k or m in Eq.( 2.9), i.e.,
by improving cleanroom control.
In conclusion, the environmental defect effects upon yield place a lower
bound on the interconnection width. This bound and the scaling rule Eq. (2.15)
leads to a bound on the line width for packages. The processing yield-limiting
problems, however, can be quite different for MCM and for chips. For example,
there are no device-related yield problems on MCM because there are no devices,
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Figure 2.8: Dimension of minimum feature size
and there are not the same multiple-layer problems on chips, because there are
fewer layers. It is the product of these two yield-limiting factors that determines
the overall yield.

2.3

Noise Immunity

Performance requirements upon the electronic system decide the noise budget of
the package, i.e. how much noise is allowed in the power distribution system and
in the signal distribution system. To control noise, voltage transients on either
signal or power lines must be minimized to avoid unwanted circuit behavior due
to capacitive and inductive coupling which lead to false signals on quiet lines.
Resistive line loss in power lines, must be minimized to avoid reduction of noise
margins. Reflections, which cause false signals on driven lines, must be controlled.
This control requires a careful choice of line length and cross section, proximity to
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Figure 2.9: Chart of noises in the power and signal lines and their related param
eters
other lines, dielectric thickness and dielectric constant. In the following sections,
we will break the discussion into two major design branches: the power-distribution
system and the signal-distribution system, see Fig. (2.9). And we will show how
the noise control influences the geometrical structures and their interrelations.

2.3.1

Power Lines

Power-distribution design involves dc and ac noise. Both of these factors combine
to determine the voltage tolerances of the circuit. The voltage levels and tolerances
define the operating range for the terminal circuits, the receivers and drivers. It is
very important that we know what contributes to the noise, and how the circuit
and package interact.
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Vout

NM L

NM H

Figure 2.10: Transfer curve of a receiver (CMOS inverter)
The DC (IR) Drop
Voltage (IR) drop is caused by resistance of the line. This voltage drop in the
power supply line causes nonuniform power distribution across the chips, and is
further exaggerated by the use of a low-voltage power supply (as explained in
the beginning). As a power line supplies voltage to a network of receivers, the
difference in the line length to different receivers translates into a difference in
voltage drop at each receiver. As a result, each receiver is supplied a different power
voltage, leading to a different noise margin for each receiver on the network. The
consequences of this nonuniform voltage distribution are discussed in the following.
Receivers on chip accept and process incoming signals. A typical receiver
may be an inverter with a nonlinear transfer characteristic as shown in Fig. (2.10).
The noise margin of the receiver is defined as the voltage difference between the
quiescent operating points A and B and the transfer unity-gain points CH and CL-
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Figure 2.11: Power line and chain of receivers
It can be derived that for CMOS inverter the noise margins are [26]
NM L

(2.16)

NM„

(2.17)

Here Vr n and V T p are the threshold voltages of n and p transistors, Vdd and V„,
are the power supply high and low voltages, Vta is usually the ground. Shown in
Fig. (2.11), a power line labeled with Vdd delivers power to a network of receivers.
At each receiver, the true voltage is the ideal voltage Vdd minus the line voltage
drop IRli, Vdd — IRU > where /,• is the power line length to the ith receiver and R
is the line resistance per unit length. When the power voltage Vdd is reduced due
to the IR drop on the power line, we see a smaller signal swing. As the transfer
curve shrinks, so does the noise margin, as shown in Fig. (2.10). When a power
line supplies a voltage to a network of receivers, the difference in the line length to
different receivers translates into a difference in voltage drop at each receiver, and
therefore a different supply voltage at each receiver. The different voltages lead to
different noise margins for each receiver on the network. If the IR voltage loss is
not limited to a tolerable level, some receivers that process the signals could have
output errors[27].
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The restriction imposed by a low resistive loss puts a lower limit on con
ductor cross section for power lines. If the power supply seen by chips must have
less than 5% voltage loss, that is, if AVjV < 5%, where AV is the voltage drop
due to the line resistance i?/, where R is the resistance per unit length, J is the
average power supply line length, then the total line resistance should satisfy:
Rj < 5%V/I. With R = p/WT, p the resistivity of power line, W is the line width
and T is the line thickness, the condition becomes:

4r - 5%T

(2'18)

The current / carried by the line is the total current delivered to the chip. Eq.
(2.18) can also be written in terms of power and voltage as
WT >

= (WTU.

(2.19)

where P is the power supplied to each chip. Thus a DC voltage drop limitation on
the power line sets a lower limit on power line cross section, (WT)mi„. This limit
(WT)min is proportional to the chip power consumption and inversely proportional

to the square of the supply voltage. In a later section, (WT)min is evaluated and
compared with another limit on cross section set by cooling requirements. Today
a power of 10-40 watts [5] is delivered to each chip, in future system as much as
100 watts per chip may needed [28]. Presently, the supply voltage Vdd for CMOS
is typically 5~3.3 volts, while in the future it may be reduced to less then 2 volts
[5]. Using these figures in Eq. (2.19) suggests that (WT)mtn of the future could
become as large as 8.5 x 10-3cm2 for a 10cm long copper line. Therefore multiple
power pins and shorter lines are needed for future power supply lines in MCM.
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AI Switching Noise
In Fig. (2.9), the other power line noise is the AI switching noise or simultane
ous switching noise. As a direct consequence of high I/O count in the chip and
high frequency operation of the circuits, A/ switching noise becomes one of the
most important sources of noise in the power distribution line for today's high
performance IC system.
The key parameter in AI switching noise is the packaging inductance.
Because of the effective inductance of the power distribution loop, a large number
of I/O's simultaneously switching at a high frequency causes a voltage spike on
the power distribution line. This negative-going inductive noise can be written as:
AV = N L , „ (2.20)

where L eff is the effective inductance of the power distribution loop, N is the
number of drivers switched simultaneously, AI is the current drawn by each driver
and At is the current rise time which is inversely proportional to the operating fre
quency. This voltage spike opposes the input of current to the chip, and can cause
an increase in off-chip or interchip signal delay by lowering voltages. Through
coupling to adjacent lines, this spike may also cause improper function of quiet
receivers if the noise exceeds the receivers' noise tolerance margin. As we know,
future digital systems are expected to have faster switching speeds and larger num
ber of I/O's and therefore larger number of simultaneous switchings. Furthermore,
with the down-scaling of feature size, a low-voltage, high-current power delivery
is required, increasing A I, and making AJ-noise a serious problem in maintain
ing an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. From Eq. (2.20), the reduction of effective
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• Power & Ground

Multilayer Ceramic
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Figure 2.12: (a) Cross-section of the NEC SX supercomputer multichip package,
(b) Equivalent circuit of current loop, the switch represents an on-chip device that
changes state.
inductance L e f / can keep this noise to a low level.
The effective inductance is determined by the current flow path. It in
cludes the paths from voltage sources to destination chips. For chips mounted
on multichip modules the current loop from source to module includes multilevel
delivery through vias, then to the power pin on chip, and finally through the signal
ground plane, shown in Fig. (2.12) [29], The geometry of the loop determines its
inductance. A current that follows a path of smaller loop area experiences less
inductance. To minimize the inductance on the MCM, the number of wiring layers
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and via height (hence, dielectric height) must be limited. This requirement will
constrain t h e number of wiring layers K , and dielectric height H , i.e., L e j j oc K H .
Also, the ground loop has to be designed to have minimum loop area. Often
multiple power distribution loops are used.
The effective inductance in the package is unavoidable. The conventional
method to reduce the AI noise is by using decoupling capacitors located close to
the power pin on the chip [7]. As seen in Fig. (2.13) the decoupling capacitor Cd
is located between package and chip. During operation, circuits on the chip are
turned on and off like a fast switch. When such a switch is off, the decoupling
capacitor is charged up. As the switch turns on Cd supplies the current to the
chip, and partly decouples the power supply from the inductance Le/f. However,
this reduction of switching noise can increase the cost because of the large area
occupied by the decoupling capacitor CdThe package via height has to be limited to keep effective inductance
reasonable. For present thin-film technology, the dielectric thickness is less than
20fim and the number of layers is in the range of 1-6. For thick-film technology,
the dielectric thickness is about 100//m and number of layers is about 30-60 [13].

2.3.2

Signal Lines

A signal-distribution system contains networks of transmission lines. To design
the signal-distribution system, one has to consider transmission properties of the
lines. Degradation due to reflective noise, coupling noise and signal attenuation
needs to be carefully controlled to satisfy performance requirements. As indicated
in flow chart Fig. (2.9) and discussed below, signal noise control leads to geometric
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MODULE

CHIP

d-r

Figure 2.13: Circuit model of decoupling capacitor Cd near power pin on chip,
Lejf is the effective module inductance, chip is modeled as a switch with effective
switching capacitance C& and effective switching resistance RC2, and Cc1 and Rci
correspond to the nonswitching circuits on the chip.
constraints.

Reflective Noise and Controlled Impedance
As frequency is increased, the signal is propagated as a wave between driver and
receiver. Lumped circuit modeling breaks down, and signal paths must be regarded
as transmission lines. For transmission line interconnects, the electrical and dielec
tric properties of package material is of great importance. Controlled impedance
design is required to avoid multiple signal reflections that degrade waveform prop
agating on the line.
The optimum value of characteristic impedance Z 0 must be chosen by
balancing its influence upon delay, coupled noise and AI switching noise. Davidson
[27] discussed general design rules and trade-offs for best choice of Z0. According
to his analysis, a design window exists between 401) and 100(2.
For a selected dielectric media and Z 0 , some constraints upon physical
geometry of the interconnect are associated. Usually a functional interdependence
of geometric ratios is established. Depending on the line structure, such as stripline,
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microstrip line and triplate, the functional dependence varies accordingly. For a
stripline of width W and thickness T, located at a height H from a voltage reference
plane (ground plane), in a homogeneous medium, Z0 can be expressed as
W T C
z°=nwwwK)-

where

K

(2*21)

is the dielectric constant. Relation (2.21)defines a relation between di

electric thickness H, conductor width W, thickness T. and line spacing S. Deter
mination of the function F involves solving the electrostatic field problem in the
medium. In most cases numerical solutions are given. A simple function then can
be fitted to approximate the numerical solution. Many approximations have been
produced over the years [30, 31]. In the next chapter, we will show an example
using an approximate formula for determining characteristic impedance Z a .

The Coupling Noise
Coupling noise is caused by electromagnetic interactions between signal lines. As
discussed in the previous section, the need for high wiring density has led to finer
conductor lines and closer spacing. With the closeness of the conductors, and
higher signal speeds, the coupling of signals into adjacent conductor lines becomes
greater and introduces noise and false signals into the system.
In signal layer design, ground planes under each signal layer are introduced
to minimize crosstalk between lines and adjacent layers. And to prevent crosstalk
between layers, wires on neighboring layers are routed in an orthogonal fashion
[32].
The simplest example is to consider two-line coupling. Most crosstalk can
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Figure 2.14: Two line coupling
be attributed to adjacent wires. Fig. (2.14) shows two long, parallel, signal lines
over a ground plane. Line 1 is connected to an active signal source and the other
is the quiet line. Due to the signal in line 1, there is finite voltage, crosstalk or
coupling noise, present in line 2.
Coupling noise includes both capacitive and inductive couplings. When
a signal path is coupled to an adjacent path that would affect a circuit at the
receiving end of the line, it is called forward crosstalk. When a signal is coupled to
a signal at the sending end, it is called backward crosstalk. To minimize crosstalk,
relatively large spacing between signal lines and low-impedance lines should be
used. There are many theoretical analyses and models of coupled transmission
lines in the literature [33, 34, 35]. A review is given in reference [36].
A simplified description of crosstalk for a symmetric two-line configuration
is based upon the parameters kc = Cm/C, ki = Zm/£, where Cm and Lm are the
mutual capacitance and inductance per unit length, and C and L are the line
capacitance and inductance per unit length. Assuming no reflections on the line,
the coupling voltage Vc is proportional to both kc and &£,:
^ ~ kc + kL.
'in

(2.22)
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Approximate capacitance models for any selected configuration, such as
microstrip, stripline etc., enable the evaluation of kc and k^. Lewis [34] used the
popular Garg and Bahl [37] formula for microstrip lines for capacitance and induc
tance calculation, and established a relation between the ratios of line width W
' and spacing S to dielectric thickness H. In general, all electrical parameters, ca
pacitance, inductance and resistance, can be expressed in terms of line parameters,
line width W, thickness T, dielectric thickness H and line separation S.
0

=

L

=

w 71 e
K F c i ir>ii>w
W T C

W T
C« = "fc-ttf.jj.j)
W T <7
Lm = / U ¥ , - f i )

(2-23)
(2 - 24)

(2-25)
(2.26)

where K is the dielectric constant of the dielectric material. The dependence of
(2.23), (2.24) upon S/H can be neglected only for lines that are well separated,
as seen later in chapter 3. The ratio S/H is used in preferance to S/W because
S/H is the more influrential parameter for crosstalk [38]. Combining all the above

relations into Eq. (2.17), we have
YL-Ft%-L1
Vin ~

H' //' H

K

\

(007)
(

}

where the function F v can be derived from capacitance and inductance formulas.
Eq.( 2.27) relates the coupling coefficient Vc/Vin to line geometries W, T, H,and 5.
If the maximum allowed crosstalk is to be kept below a certain limit, for example
Vc/Vin < 0.1, wiring geometric ratios W/H, T/W and S/H, have to satisfy the

constraint imposed by Eq.(2.27), i.e. Fv(jf, 77,77,«) < 0.1. A typical coupling
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noise limit is that the near-end coupling is less than or equal to 10% of transmitting
signal. The near-end coupling coefficient is conventionally derived by terminating
both active and quiet lines by their matching characteristic impedances. The
derived coefficient is [38]
(228)

Chang [38] evaluated several choices of geometrical parameters for requirement of
kne <0.1; his observations are that the S/H ratio has strong influence on coupling
coefficient, and S/W ratio has a weak effect upon the coefficient.
Also notice that Eq. (2.27) is unchanged as long as ratios S/H, T/H
and W/H remain the same. For the same line impedance Z0 and restriction on
coupled noise, the choice of dielectric medium plays an important role in the wiring
density. For an example, a 50fi-impedance design with coupled noise less than
10% requires that S/H=0.5. Since line impedance Z 0 oc 1/y/tc, for a given H/W,
a lower dielectric constant medium with a smaller H gives the same impedance as
a higher dielectric constant medium with a larger H. Hence, line spacing 5 for the
low dielectric medium can be smaller than the S for the high dielectric medium
to meet the same design criteria, Z0 = 50fi and H/S = 0.5. Therefore, a medium
with a low-dielectric constant affords a larger wiring density.

2.3.3

Signal Attenuation

As discussed before, high integration on the chip leads to an increase in I/O count,
that results in the reduction of line pitch. Finer conductor width and narrower
spacing suggest that signal lines with reasonable impedance will have significant
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resistive loss. As the signal lines become lossy, signal propagation is described by
the general transmission line equation [39]:
w

d2V
w+bc

I

dV

d2V
= I£

(229»

where R, L, and C are resistance, inductance, and capacitance of the line per unit
length (conductance G is neglected). The solution for a step input in the time
domain assuming no reflections is [7]:
V(l,t) = e- m l 2 Z o F{t - l\fW) + $(/, t)F(t - l\/LC)

(2.30)

where F(t) is an unit step function, and Z 0 = yjL/C is the characteristic impedance
in the absence of losses. The first term is an attenuated step function, and the
second term involving $(/, t) is a slow RC rising term. The lossy line combines
both LC and RC line characteristics.
When a high-speed pulse propagates on a lossy line, it is attenuated ex
ponentially. If the total line resistance Rl is very large compared to 2Z0, the first
term can be dropped out and the line behaves like an RC line. On the other hand,
if Rl is very small, the line then approaches the lossless case. However, it has been
shown by Ho that if the total line resistance is in the range
17

—r- <Rl< 2Z 0
o

(2.31)

the pulse shape received at the end of an open (unterminated) line is very similar
to the transmitted pulse.
For a lossy line, a capacitive termination is better than a resistive termi
nation. The reasons for this conclusion are as follows [7]. The resistive load acts
like a voltage divider at the end of the line, making the attenuated signal even

smaller. Furthermore, the terminating resistor consumes a large amount of power.
The capacitive load, on the other hand, helps to restore the attenuated pulse am
plitude and reduces pulse delay. When the attenuated pulse arrives at an open
circuit, a reflection starts to propagate in the opposite direction, which causes the
voltage to double at the receiving end. This doubling effect helps to compensate
for the voltage losses on the line.
It is important to realize that lossy transmission lines can be used to prop
agate high-frequency signals with low distortion by using capacitive terminations.
However a careful selection of the parameters: driver resistance, line impedance
and resistance and load capacitance needs to be laid out in order to prevent exces
sive distortion and delay in the signal. Herrell and Hilbert [40] analyzed the delay
of lossy lines as a function of line impedance and driver resistance. Recently, Brews
[10] has developed a design rule which relates driver, load and line parameters to
each other. This relation limits the overshoot on the line to four percent of the
input signal. In a later chapter we will explore this design scheme in detail.

2.4

Mechanical Concerns

The major mechanical constraints imposed on the package are reliability and cost
to manufacture. Reliability is measured as the time over which a device will
function. Reliability is directly related to heat transfer and structural integrity. In
this discussion of temperature rise in the conductor and electromigration failure,
and process limitation, we will find constraints that are imposed on interconnection
dimension, as indicated in Fig. (2.15).
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Figure 2.15: Mechanical requirements and the corresponding limits on intercon
nection dimension
2.4.1

Temperature Rise in the Conductor

Temperature rise in the conductor comes from Joule heating. High temperature
rise in the conductor accelerates the conductor failure processes, such as electromigration, therefore reducing the reliability of the system. For high-performance
systems using a power supply at low voltages and high current, Joule heating must
be limited to keep good system reliability.
Heating in a conductor is limited by the maximum permissible conductor
temperature rise Tmax, defined as the difference between the maximum safe oper
ating temperature of the conductor and the maximum ambient temperature in the
location where the conductor will be used. A conservative estimate of temperature
rise is to convert all Joule heating to conductor temperature rise AO, where current
I is the maximum current-carrying capacity which is defined by chip performance.
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"
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: Cross-section conductor and heat flow path.
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Assume all heat is transported from the metal through the dielectric layer to the
ground plane, as shown in Fig. (2.16). The temperature rise of the conductor
is a function of ratio H/W. It can be seen from Fig. (2.16), where in case (a)
conductor has wider geometry, therefore case (a) has smaller HfW ratio than that
of case (b), and its heat flow path is better than case (b), hence, temperature rise
of conductor in case (a) is lower than that of case (b). The approximate tempera
ture rise can be expressed in terms of the electrical resistance per unit length, R,
current flow, is I, and a function of W/H, F(W/H) as:
A0 = !HLF(H/W),
X

(2.32)

where x's the thermal conductivity of the material of the thermal path . Rig
orously, the function F(H/W) can be found by solving the heat transfer equation
but, for our purpose, the qualitative trend of F is adequate. Using R = p/WT,
and I2 = P2/V2, we get
=

X$WT)fww) -

(2 - 33)

The condition of permissible conductor temperature rise is:
A0 < A9max
pp2
-F(W/H) < Admax
\V 2 (WT)

(2.34)

where A9max is determined as the temperature above which failure mechanisms,
namely (i) electromigration, and (ii) thermal stress mismatch between conductor
and dielectric, can be accelerated resulting in low durability. Therefore Eq. (2.34)
sets another lower bound on conductor cross sectional area WT:

(235)
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Thus, for power lines, there are two parallel conditions on cross sectional area
WT: a noise condition upon the DC voltage drop, Eq. (2.19), and another from
heating control Eq. (2.35). In different power regions, different limits will take
effect. Copper is the typical metal for power supply lines and its resistivity is 1.7
(fiSlcm) [13]. Dielectric layer for power distribution may be quatz with thermal

conductivity x=7.0(watts/m K) [13]. Assume the average power line is 10 cm long
and CMOS receiver power voltage is 5.0 volts. With all the above parameters, a
comparison of the two minimum cross-sections of power line (WT)mtn from IR drop
and temperature rise limitation can be made assuming F(H/W)=H/W. Figure
(2.17) shows minimum cross section (WT)mj„ versus power/chip for permissible
temperature rise of A0max=100°C. The dominant limit is the IR drop, as ratio
H/W increases heating limit curve shifts toward higher value of cross sections. For
the case plotted, once P > 800(watts), a very large value, the I2R heating limit
takes effect. For MCM's the IR limit is dominant.

2.4.2

Electromigration

Electromigration is material transport in the conductive material. Its mechanism
is the transfer of momentum from electrons to the positive metal ions, thereby
causing mass transfer in the conductor. This material movement results in partial
removal of material under the influence of the electrical current from some locations
in the conductor and a buildup of material in other locations. Locations like corner
of metal step coverage, and locations with defects are the places electromigration
damage often happens. Voids or breaks in the conductor material occur in the
areas where material is removed and a short circuit can occur in the areas where
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Figure 2.17: Minimum cross-section of power line versus chip power. Straight line
is from IR drop limit. Curved lines are from heating limit, the dotted line has
larger H/W ratio F=H/W=1 than that of the solid line F=H/W=0.7. Copper
line is assumed, line length is 10cm long, permissible temperature rise is 100°C.
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material builds up. Also, an overlying passivation layer can be fractured as a result
of the removal or buildup, impairing protection and perhaps allowing atmospheric
corrosion of the conductor [41].
The mean-time-to-failure (MTF) is a measure of electromigration resis
tance. It can be related to the current density J in the conductor and an activation
energy Q by [42]
MTF = £J~ 2 exp[Q/kT\,

(2.36)

where £ is the parameter depending on conductor geometry, physical characteristics
of the metal film, and substrate properties. As reported by Hu et al [43], under
pure AC current (which is the case for signal lines), the lifetime of a conductor
is more than 103 times longer than the DC case with the same current density.
It is reasonable to assume that electromigration does not cause damage to signal
lines. However, for power bus lines in the package, high dc current density often
is needed. Therefore, electromigration damage is likely in power lines. MTF is
generally found to decrease with increasing conductor length, and increase with
increasing width. It also increases with the increase in the average grain size, and
decreases with an increase in the variance of the grain size [44]. In practice, MTF
can be improved by: advanced metal deposition method, alloy and better metal
coverage [41].

2.4.3

Processing Limits

Fabrication limitations affect the control of geometric structure of packages. Two
key processes are leveling and planarizing. The multilevel structure of MCM re
quires repeated planarization processes. Each level involves both conductor layer
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rough surface

planarized surface
metal

dielectric
substrate

Figure 2.18: (a) An uneven topograghy of a deposited interlevel dielectric above
metal, and (b) the desired planar surface of the dielectric
plating and dielectric layer deposition. Control of the conductor thickness is im
portant to assure equal thickness throughout the layer. A dielectric layer must
fill the holes and crevices in the preceding layer without leaving hills and valleys.
High planarity is required to keep the image plane (surface) within the available
depth of field in the photolithographic process, and used to define the limit of
metal geometry. Fig. (2.18) shows an uneven topograghy of a deposited interlevel
dielectric above metal and the desired planar surface of the dielectric.
Conductor thickness has to be limited below some value due to the planarizing difficulties for a particular technology. Generally, a planarity better than
10% [7] is required. Depending on whether the dielectric layer is applied by spin
ning on, stacking of foils, or deposition by sputtering or CVD, the planarization
process faces different challenges. Conductors that are too thick will produce un
even etching of metal, and voids at the metal corners, that translate into poor
impedance control. Typical value for thin film technology conductor thickness
is less than 10fim, and for thick film technology conductor thickness is between
20-30nm.
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2.5 Summary
The four major design criteria, high IC density, good yield, noise immunity and
mechanical concerns, are not independent of each other. Rather, their relations
to each other through various design requirements set bounds on interconnection
dimensions. Figure (2.19) summarizes these limitations and relations.
For power lines, dc voltage drop and I 2 R heating both impose a limit on
line cross section. Heating limitations take effect only at a very high power range.
At present, the dc voltage drop decides the cross section limit of power lines on
MCM.
Dielectric thickness is bounded by AT-noise limit. In MCM packaging,
power distribution usually uses thick-film technology, typically 100 fim < H <
500 fim. Signal distribution uses thin-film technology, typically 1 fim < H < 20 fim.
Conductor thickness is subject to both processing limits and electrical
limits. If the thickness is too large, there will be a planarity problem; if it is too
thin, resistive loss becomes excessive. For thick-film, 20 fim < T < 100fim, for
thin-film, 1 fim < T < 10 fim.
Conductor width is limited by yield, wiring density and noise control. Min
imum width of interconnection is determined by MCM yield requirement. Wiring
density requirements determine the number of wiring layers and the line pitch.
Coupling noise on signal lines sets a limit on line spacing for a selected packaging
technology with defined line impedance. (Impedance control leads to the scaling
of W / H and T / H , and noise control results in a relation of W / H , T / H , and S / H .
The two relations can be combined to determine line spacing limit). In the next
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chapter, a microstrip signal line is analized to demonstrate the links between all
the limits, and how impedance control and noise control define the interconnection
design window.
Finally, a key factor common to all high performance multichip modules,
is that, along with chip miniaturization, the corresponding modules evolve toward
interconnection lines that are finer and thinner and, hence the resistance of in
terconnections becomes larger. Increasing line resistance forces us to design for
lossy interconnections. As lines become lossy, configuration of the circuits needs
to be changed. The traditional matched impedance resistive termination will re
sult in high power dissipation and voltage loss. An open termination or capacitive
termination is suggested.
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTRICAL DESIGN FOR MICROSTRIP SIGNAL LINE

The most commonly used interconnections in IC's are: triplate lines, microstrip
lines, coplanar strip lines, etc.. Buried microstrip is the most common, and in this
chapter, all the analysis is done for this structure.
This chapter shows how the electrical design constraints proposed in the
flow chart in chapter 2, Fig. (2.19) interrelate. As discussed in chapter 2, the
advent of denser interconnection requirements of high performance IC's makes
necessary the consideration of geometric limitations imposed by electrical perfor
mance, and characteristic impedance. Design of closely spaced transmission lines
has to take coupling effects into consideration. Through the example of the buried
microstrip structure, guidelines for interconnection design are discussed. We will
first introduce basic transmission-line theory, then present the characteristics of
buried microstrip transmission lines and, finally, provide an example set of design
equations for buried microstrip.
The design information regarding microstrip lines presented here is ap
proximate. For more accurate parameter values, analysis may be carried out using
numerical methods. However, simple expressions are helpful for guiding optimiza
tion and minimizing the number of iterations necessary in a computer-aided design
of microstrip interconnection.
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Micro*kip

Stripdlr»

Coplanar (tip*

Figure 3.1: (a) A microstrip line, (b) A stripline, (c) A coplanar transmission line.
3.1

Basic Theory of Transmission Lines

Conductors that propagate electromagnetic waves are commonly approximated as
transmission lines that propagate current and voltage waves. These transmission
lines are characterized by: electrical parameters (e.g. the characteristic impedance
Z0), geometry (e.g., cross section, spacing), and material properties of the dielec
tric and the conductor materials used. Fig. (3.1) shows three transmission line
configurations, where stripline supports TEM (transmitted electromagnetic wave)
modes, and microstrip lines and coplanar lines support non-TEM modes [53].
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A general description of the electrical properties of an interconnection,
assuming that it is characterized as a transmission line, requires four parameters:
series resistance R series inductance L, shunt conductance G, and shunt capac
itance C, all defined per unit length of the line, as shown in Fig. (3.2). In IC
applications, where only high-quality insulators are used, the conductance G can
generally be neglected. The series resistance R is important, but the characteristic
impedance for the lossless transmission line is still a key parameter for lossy lines.
(Line resistance effects will be considered in chapter 4). As defined by transmission
line theory[39, pp. 211-214] for the lossless line, the characteristic impedance Z 0
is:
(3.1)
and the wave propagation velocity along a lossless line is:
1
y/Kfl 0 € 0

1
V'LC

(3.2)

where K is the dielectric constant, fi 0 is the permeability of empty space, and t 0 is
the permittivity of empty space.

1

From (3.1) and (3.2), we also have the relation

for a lossless line,
Cv p

3.2

Cy/Kfi 0 e 0 '

(3.3)

Controlled Impedance Design for Microstrip Line

Consider a simplified microstrip line embedded in an isotropic dielectric medium
with a dielectric constant /c, above a ground plane. The strip conductor has width
1 In

all our analysis, relative permeability is unity.
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L

R
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V-j-—

o
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o

o

Figure 3.2: Lumped circuit representation of a short section of transmission line
R, L, C and G are per unit length parameters, and should be multiplied by the
section length.
W , thickness T , and line length /, the conductor material is represented by its

electrical resistivity p, and the strip line has a height H above the ground plane.
(More generally, a microstrip line is a structure with the conductor at the interface
of two dielectrics. An electromagnetic wave traveling on microstrip is of the hybrid
mode type, that is, longitudinal components of electric field and magnetic field
exist. For our embedded microstrip line, the homogeneously filled dielectric makes
the traveling wave a TEM mode wave, that is, no longitudinal electric or magnetic
field are present. [39, pp. 434-436])
Evaluations of the characteristic impedance Z 0 for the microstrip line have
been done by many researchers with various analysis tools. [45, 46, 47, 48, 49].
Among many approximate formulas for characteristic impedance of microstrip line,
we choose Wheeler's functional approximation [30]. Wheeler's formula for charac
teristic impedance is expressed as:

+ 7T2

(3.4)

where t] 0 = yjfi 0 /e 0 , and W e jj is the effective line width defined as the geometric line
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W^^HfAW
. w.
T-0

Conductor widening

Figure 3.3: Equivalent conductor widening.
width W plus an equivalent additional width AW necessary when the conductor
has an non-zero line thickness T, see Fig. (3.3)

W e f f = W + AW

(3.5)

Equation (3.4) can be used for the entire range of W / H ratios, 0 < W / H < oo,
and the resulting Z0 value has less than 1% error for a conductor with zero thickness
(T = 0). The equivalent conductor widening AW as derived by Hammerstad and
Jensen [50] is:

T
AW = - In 1 +

4e

7T

(r/ff)coth!(^(w//f))

(3.6)

Here e is the base of natural logarithms and £ = 6.517 is a fitting factor deter
mined by comparing Eq. (3.4) with numerical results. Using Z0 from (3.4), the
capacitance of the interconnects can be found from (3.3):

C = Ky/fi 0 e 0 -

4n

(3.7)
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of capacitance from Wheeler's formula and Sakurai's for
mula

For comparision, we use another formula given by Sakurai [51]. This ap
proximate expression is derived for a buried microstrip line with non-zero thickness,
(3.8)
Note that equation (3.8) has explicit thickness dependence and is claimed to have
less than 6% error over a wide range of W/H and T/H ratios, 0.3 < W/H < 30,
0.3 < T/H < 30.
Comparison of capacitance from Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.8) is made in Fig.(3.5),
where capacitance is plotted as a function of W/H ratio for three T/H values (0.1,
1.0, 10). It can be seen that for W/H < 10, the two capacitances have relative
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differences less than 5%. This comparison indicates that Eq. (3.4) is a good ap
proximation to the characteristic impedance for lossless buried microstrip lines in
the range of aspect ratios of interest. Now, with Eq. (3.4) for Z0 the geometric
ratios W/H and T/H are related if we require that the characteristic impedance
Z0 is a constant. Inverting Eq. (3.6), we have:

Wef} _

ff

_ j

-

e ZosfiH«h

+

71*2/4

_1

•

With W e f j / H — W / H + AW / H and A W given by Eq. (3.6), Eq. (3.9) becomes:

W

¥

=

8 s Je z °^ 4 */ , > - 1 + 71*2/4
eZoVZi*h

_i

1T

^ln

1+

46

(T/H)coth 2 (y /Uw/ H j )

(3.10)

Equation (3.10) relates W / H to T / H for constant Z0. Fig. (3.5) shows this rela
tion for different values of yjKZ0. Constant \[KZ0 curves can be used to guide the
design choice of ratios W/H and T/H. When an impedance value Z0 is chosen, for
any desired aspect ratio W/T (straight lines in Fig. (3.5)), the dielectric thickness
H can be found from the constant Z0 curve.

3.3

Crosstalk Control and Geometric Scaling

In a dense interconnection network, line-to-line interaction becomes a great concern
for interconnection design. Parasitic coupling noise between signal paths can cause
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Figure 3.5: Controlled impedance design curves. The parameter is K 0 S Z o , and
W/T=l and Tmin/Hmax limit are shown with solid lines.
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MAGNETIC FIELD LINES

EVEN MODE

OOO MODE

Figure 3.6: Even and odd mode field configuration in coupled microstrip lines.
malfunction in a digital integrated circuit. Thus extensive studies have been done
on the modeling, analysis, design and applications of coupled transmission lines.
Here we will consider a coupled pair of symmetric microstrip lines using a model of
even-mode and odd-mode capacitance coupling to quantify the crosstalk in terms
of interconnection geometries.
3.3.1

Coupling Coefficient

In our analysis, the coupled structure has only two lines, and the lines are symmet
ric. There are two modes of propagation: even mode and odd mode, corresponding
to even and odd symmetry about a plane see Fig. (3.6). Each mode of propaga
tion has its own characteristic impedance and phase velocities. The properties of
coupled lines are determined by the self and mutual inductances and capacitances
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associated with the two lines. And these capacitance and inductance parameters
can be expressed in terms of even-mode and odd-mode values for the two modes
of propagation. By definition, the maximum ratio of the near end voltage on the
quiet line to the input voltage on the active line for a harmonic signal is desig
nated as the coupling coefficient. From the distributed even-odd mode analysis,
and basic electromagnetic theory it can be shown that the coupling coefficient of
two adjacent lines can be expressed as [52]:
K

=

«oe i «oo

<3-n)

where Zoe = even-mode characteristic impedance; Zao = odd-mode characteristic
impedance. Define vpe, vpo = even-mode and odd-mode phase velocities, the evenmode and odd-mode characteristic impedances and phase velocities can be related
to the even-mode and odd-mode capacitances and inductances
= \j§.

* - vm

(312)

(3I3)

where i may represent even and odd respectively. Using relation (3.3) impedance
can be written as:
Z* =

1

CiyKijlo€o

(3.14)

where «,• is the relative dielectric constant for even or odd mode. With above
relations, the coupling coefficient kv can be expressed in terms of capacitances:

;~^ ;

c
*„=c
Co + y/K e /K 0 C e

(3.15)
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Therefore, only capacitance parameters are necessary to evaluate the coupling of
two symmetric lines. For buried microstrip ne = k0 [34], and Eq. (3.15) becomes:
<316>

The coupling coefficient also can be expressed in terms of self- inductance
and capacitance, L and C, and mutual- inductance and capacitance L m and C m .
For weak coupling we have relations [52]:
+ ¥t -

= fa

7f»'

(3'17)

(318)

substituting Z o e and Z00 into Eq. (3.11),
h=
3.3.2

- £).

(3.19)

Even and Odd Mode Capacitance model

Fig. (3.7) shows the even and odd mode capacitances model. The total line
capacitance can be broken into one parallel-plate and two fringing capacitors, one
for each side of the strip. The fringing capacitances for the even mode can be
obtained from the fringing capacitance for uncoupled microstrip lines. The odd
mode fringing capacitances are determined with the help of an equivalent geometry
for coupled striplines and coplanar strips [53].
C e = C p + Cf + C' f

(3.20)

Co — Cp + Cj + Cga + Cgb

(3.21)

where Cp is the parallel plate capacitance,
W
C p = e 0 K—

12

(3.22)
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Figure 3.7: coupled microstrip line, (a) even mode capacitance model, (b) odd
mode capacitance model
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Cj, Cj, C g a and C g b represent various fringing capacitances. Cj is the fringing

capacitance of a microstrip line and is given by [53]:
C, =

(3.23)

where C is the microstrip capacitance which is given in last section Eq (3.7). C'j is
obtained empirically by requiring the resulting value of the even mode capacitance
to fit the numerical results [53]. It is expressed as

C>i =

1 + j4(iy/S)tanh(105/fr)

A = exp [-0.1 exp ^2.33 - 2.53^)] .

^3'24^

(3.25)

In most cases C'j can be simplified [34]:
c>=whs-

<3-26>

In Eq. (3.21) C g a is the capacitance term in the odd mode for the fringing field
across the gap, in the region above the strips. It is obtained from an equivalent
geometry of coplanar strips and is given by
Cga = e0K
where
k=

S/H
S/H + 2W/H'

and
fc' = vT^.

(3.27)
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K(k) is the complete elliptic function and K(k') is the complement of K{k). Equa
tion (3.27) often can be simplified as [54]

for 0 < k 2 < 0.5

(3.28)
(3.29)

The capacitance in the odd-mode due to the fringing field across the gap between
the strip and ground plane is Cgd• It is given by [53]:

C g d = ^ lncoth

D

+ 0.65C/ jTjjjjV* + 1 - «"2| •

(3.30)

All the above capacitance equations apply only for a zero thickness of the inter
connect. When the conductor has a non-zero thickness T, the capacitances can
be evaluated by the same formula by replacing the line width W with an effective
width We}j in the microstrip capacitance C. Therefore, in the even-mode capac
itor, the fringing capacitances become C/(We//) and C'}(We}}). In the odd-mode
capacitor, the fringing capacitors C/ and Cgd are modified. In addition an excess
capacitor Cgt is added to the original odd-mode capacitor. The value of Cgt is
calculated by modeling the capacitance in excess of T = 0 case by a parallel-plate
capacitance per unit length [53]:
T
Cgt — 2e 0 K—.

(3.31)
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The the even-mode and odd-mode capacitance are now rewritten as:

c.(w.„)

= c„+c/(H'.//)+c;(wI//)

C.(W,„) = C,+

+ C,.+ C,h(W.„) + C„.

(3.32)
(3.33)

These capacitances now will be used to determine the coupling properties
of the coupled interconnects to provide design information.

3.3.3 Evaluation of Coupling Coefficient
The calculation of the coupling coefficient Eq. (3.16) is done as a function of the
parameter S/H. Figure (3.8) shows this dependence. In Fig (3.8-(a)), the aspect
ratio W/T is held constant, for several choices of ratio W/S, and the coupling
coefficient kv is plotted against ratio S/H. In Fig (3.8-(b)), the ratio W/S is held
constant and for different W/T values the coupling coefficient kv is plotted as a
function of S/H.
As can be seen from Fig (3.8), the coupling coefficient k v is a strong
function of the ratio S/H, and only weakly influenced by the W/S ratio. For
a W/T ratio larger than 5, the variation in W/T has almost no influence on the
coupling coefficient, but for W/T smaller than 5, it does show some dependence
on W/T. This case applies for MCM's, which therefore are sensitive to the ratio
W/T. A typical specification for coupling noise is that near-end cross talk should
not exceed 10% of signal voltage [38]. The near-end coupling coefficient is half
of the coupling coefficient kv in Eq. (3.19), since kv is calculated assuming the
near-end is open, while the conventional near-end coefficient is calculated with a
matched terminating resistor equal to ZQ. Therefore Jfc„=0.2, is the cutoff line for
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Figure 3.8: Coupling coefficient from Eq. (3.16) as a function of S/H ratio, (a)
W/T ratio is kept as constant, with W/S = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, (b) W/S ratio
is kept as constant, with W/T = 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10, 20.
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Figure 3.9: Coupling coefficient from Eq. (3.16) as a function of S/H ratio, (a)
T/H ratio is kept as constant, with W/H = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 10, (b) W/H ratio is
kept as constant, with W/T = 0.25, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.
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all the geometries. Fig. (3.9) shows coupling coefficients as function of ratio S / H ,
when ratios T/H and W/H vary separately.

3.4

The Design Window for Signal Lines

In the above sections, two relations were developed. The first was the controlled
impedance design equation (3.10), which relates the W/H ratio to the T/H ratio
for constant impedance Z0. The second relation was imposed by limiting coupling
noise, restricting the ratios S/H, W/H and T/H. Now, by combining these two
electrical constraints with other limitations given in chapter 2, we can discuss how
to construct a design window for interconnection (signal lines).
From processing concerns, as discussed in chapter 2, conductor thickness is
bounded by planarity requirements and electrical concerns, Tmin <T< Tmax. Di
electric thickness is bounded by concerns of thickness control and dielectric break
down field limitations, and by inductance limitations. That is, H m i n < H < H m a x .
The largest and the smallest possible T/H ratio are then given by T m a x /H m i n
and Tmin/Hmax• Therefore the design window for T / H is Tmin/Hmax < T / H <
Tmax/Hmin. Typical values for thin-film technology are given in chapter 2, suppose

in our design, 71mtn=l^m, Tmax=6fim, //m,n=l/zm, and Hmax=20ftm. Another
limit is the ratio W / T , practically W / T is larger or equal to unity, W / T < 1.
As an example, we choose a structure with a copper conductor buried in
polyimide substrate (dielectric constant K = 3.2), design value for impedance is 50fi
and near-end coupling noise less than 10% (kne = 0.5fc„ < 0.1). For a controlled
impedance design W/H and T/H follow the constant Z0 curve in Fig. (3.10). In
Fig (3.10) the 50fi-impedance curve is bounded at either end by the limiting values
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Figure 3.10: 5017 conductor line on polyimide.
(W/H)a = 1.8, at B, (T/H)b = 1.1, (W/H)g = 1.1.

At A, (T/H)A = 0.05,
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Figure 3.11: Coupling coefficient of points A and B,. (S/H)^ i n and (S/H)% i n are
the minimum S/H ratio allowed for A;ne <0.1.
T m i n /H m a x and W / T = 1, A and B points. At the end points, we find the limiting
values of ratio (W/H), (W/H)A = 1.8 and (W/H)B = 1-1- Now consider the
other constraint: the coupling noise limit kne <0.1. Evaluate kne for both limiting
cases A and B in Fig. (3.10) by taking the lowest and highest (T//f)'s (T/H)A
and (T/H)b and their corresponding (W/H). Fig. (3.11) displays the coupling
coefficients as function of S/H, in this figure we take k n e = 0.5(C o — C e )/(C 0 + C e ),
which can be compared to the result calculated from numerical method by using
UAC program2. It is shown that when W/H and T/H values follow the constant
Z0 design curve, the minimum (S/H)min ratio that holds kne under 10% shifts to
a high value, from

= 1-4 to (S/H)*,. = 2.6, (S/H)*,„ < (S/H)*„. For

3UAC is a computer program developed by packaging group at University of Arizona, which calculates
the C matrix and L matrix of interconnection.
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Table 3.1: A Comparison of UAC Results With Our Results

A
B

Z 0 (UAC)
(I
50.8
49.7

Z 0 (formula)
fI
50.0
50.0

k n e (UAC)

k n e (formula)

0.07
0.076

0.1
0.1

a comparison of our results to the numerical results, point A and B are evaluated
by UAC program. Capacitance matrix and inductance matrix are found to be:
C(A) =

1.18589 -0.15828
-0.15828

C(B) =

1.18589

1.21489 -0.183955
-0.183955

pF, L(A) =

3.05273 0.40809

nH.

0.4080 3.05275

PF, L(B) =

1.21490

2.99531 0.453539
0.453539

nH.

2.99531

Calculated characteristic impedance and coupling coefficient are listed in Table
3.1, where Z0(UAC) = \fLu/Cn and kne(UAC) = 0.25(Ln/Ln — Cu/Cn). The
characteristic impedance calculated from formula, Eq. (3.4), compares very well
to the numerical result, but the coupling coefficient from Eq. (3.16) is about 30%
higher than the numerical solution due to the rough model of even and odd mode
capacitance in our analysis. However, the kv formula is a rough guide to the
relations between geometrical parameters.
Let us compare the wiring density for the limiting design cases A and B.
If we pick case B, W/T = 1, and H = i7m,n = 1/im for design, the W/H ratio has
the minimum, W/HB = 1.1 design value, and WB = (W/H)BHMIN = 1.1Hmi„ =
1.1 fim. At the same time, the condition k„e < 0.1 gives a minimum (S/H) ratio,
= 2-6, and thus a minimum spacing of S%in = (S/H)^inHmin, 2.6Hmin
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or 2.6pm. This design results in the smallest pitch, PB = S%in + WB, or 3.6/tm,
and thus the best packing density. But we are facing the worst processing limits,
because minimum width and minimum spacing make control of processing critical,
both for geometry and yield.
The other limiting design case A, (W/H) A is found from constant Z a curve
corresponding to Tmin/Hmax. In this case, WA — (Wj H)maxHmax, about 36/xm,
and the spacing is given by S*in = (S/H)*inHmax, lAHmax or 28pm. Therefore,
the largest pitch is PA=WA + S*in or 64fim. Packing density is very low compared
to the previous case and via inductances axe much larger because of the thicker
dielectric layer, Hmax. But processing control is much easier than the first case.
Line resistance is inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area, R oc
1/WT. Cross-sectional views of the two limiting design cases are shown in Fig.
(3.12). To compare the resistance of the line, in Fig. (3.10) the constant product
curves: resistance times square of dielectric thickness RH2 are superimposed on
the constant Z0 curve. Curve RH2 = 11.1 pi includes the point A, and curve
RH2 = 0.83pi includes the point B. It is pointed out in the figure that the constant
RH2 curve move towards the origin when RH2 is increased. Thus, as we move
from A to B on a constant Z0 curve, the resistance of the line decreases if H is kept
as a constant. In other words, if resistance of the line is to be kept as a constant
from A to B, dielectric thickness H has to be increased by a factor of 3.7. In fact,
as shown in Fig. (??), H decreases by a factor of 20, so R increases: RA=4.7
fi/cm, .Rb=14 fi/cm, assume a copper conductor with p = 1.7Q — cm.
The above preliminary analyses demonstrate some of the interrelations
between design constraints. It is clear from this chapter and chapter 2 that the
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w=36*m
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S=28«m
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Figure 3.12: Cross section from A to B. (a)Cross section of point A on constant
Z0 curve, (b) cross section of point B on constant Za curve.
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choice of interconnection geometry involves complex tradeoffs among packing den
sity, processing limits, line resistance, package inductance, etc. In view of how
complicated it is, the design scheme presented here is simple-minded. But it does
indicate the general trends of high density packaging. For what follows, the main
conclusion of this study is that line geometry in MCM's is very closely bounded,
that is, the designer is not free to choose large enough line cross-sections to keep
resistance low. Design in the presence of resistive line loss is a requirement.
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CHAPTER 4
GUIDELINES FOR OVERSHOOT-CONTROLLED
INTERCONNECTION DESIGN

As the speed of VLSI circuits continues to increase, attention has become focused
on speed and density limitations of the interconnections on the packages. Induc
tance effects such as overshoot, ringing and propagation delay start to take place
in interconnections at high operating frequencies. The reduction of the conductor's
dimensions in a high performance package leads to an increase in the line resis
tance, hence making the interconnections lossy. As a result, electrical modeling of
lossy interconnections at high frequency becomes more important.
We first will examine the general behavior of an interconnection driven
by a resistive driver and terminated by a capacitive load, and show how the pa
rameters of driver, load and interconnection affect the output response at the load
end. Applying an overshoot-controlled RLC-interconnection condition [36], that
improves circuit response with only 4% overshoot in voltage response at the load
by reduction of driver resistance below yjL/C, we will show how this condition
is used in deciding the range of driver resistance for overshoot-controlled perfor
mance. It is shown for MCM interconnections that low-impedance driver is needed
to achieve a faster circuit response. For low-impedance drivers, CMOS, bipolar,
and BiCMOS technologies are investigated, and comparisons are given in driver's
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power, area, and delay.

4.1

Behavior of Interconnection with Driver and Load

A simple equivalent circuit for modeling transient response combines a logic gate
driving the interconnect and a load connected to the output, as illustrated in
Fig. (4.1). The logic gate driving the line is approximated by an effective driver
resistance RD and the load is approximated by a capacitance CL. In Fig. (4.2),
the output of the line in response to a voltage step at the input is simulated
using SPICE with fifty T-sections for two typical interconnections. One example
represents an on-chip line with width 1 fim, thickness 1 pm and dielectric height
H=Q.9(im, dimensions that yield a characteristic impedance of Z0—50fi. The

other example is a typical MCM interconnection with W=25fim, T=12/zm and
H=32fim, which also yields a 50(7 characteristic impedance. Both lines are one

cm long, and both are copper lines on polyimide. The line resistance for the onchip line is much larger than for the MCM line due to the smaller cross section.
In Figure (4.2), the simulated transients at the load are plotted for three driver
resistance values of 0.5Z0, 1.0Z0 and 100Z0. Table 4.1 lists all the parameters used
in simulation, where tp is the propagation delay (y/RCl), tT is the signal rise time.

Fig. (4.2) illustrates the principal features of the interconnect behavior as
the driver resistance changes. With a small driver resistance of Z o =50fi, the LC
behavior of the line contributes to the response; the output rises to over 80 percent
of its final value after one propagation delay y/LCl. As the driver resistance is
increased to 10Zo, the LC behavior of the line becomes less significant, and the line
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Table 4.1: Parameters Used in Spice Simulation
Width Thickness Dielectric Height Length
resistivity
1 (cm)
p (ft — cm)
W (ftm) T (fim)
H(/zm)
3.0x10"® (Cu)
1.0
on-chip
1.0
1.0
0.9
3.0 xlO-6 (Cu)
MCM
50
12
32
1.0
Resistance Capacitance Inductance Impedance
tr
fl/cm
psec psec
pF/cm
nH/cm
n
on-chip
300
59.6 10
1.18412
3.00271
50.4
MCM
3.00307
0.5
1.1839
50.4
59.4 10

response is dominated by the charging of the interconnection capacitance as well
as the distributed RC delay of the interconnect, the output slowly rises to its final
value. With an even larger value of driver resistance of 100Z0, the output response
is much slower. Line resistance in the first case (RD = ZQ) plays a significant role
in determining the output response, large line resistance degrades the performance
considerablely. But in the last case, where driver resistance is large (RD = 100Zo),
the interconnect resistance has little effect on the output response. The output is
dominated by the exponential charge-up of the interconnect capacitance through
the driver resistor.

o-^wm-WNb-—

o o——|

I

CL

o o—

Figure 4.1: A distributed RLC circuit with a driver of impedance RD and load
capacitance CL-
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Figure 4.2: Transient responses of interconnection with different driver resistance
This illustration shows that the response of the the overall circuit is a
function not only of line parameters, but also of driver and load impedances. In
practice, for the on-chip case, the driver resistance is usually very large compared
to the line impedance. Such a large RD makes interconnect unimportant for the
output behavior. For MCM interconnections, on the other hand, the driver resis
tance usually can be tailored to a desired value. In this case, we have the freedom
to lower the driver resistance to improve the circuit response.

4.2

Overshoot Control Condition

Two conflicting objectives for a fast interconnection are to achieve a short delay
time, and to control the overshoot and ringing effects on the line. Limiting over
shoot by using a simple relation between line parameters per unit length R, C and
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L, driver resistance RD and load capacitance CL, a conservative trade-oiF of these
criteria can be accomplished [10]. The relation is
, r,
-brD + y/d-fr%
rl = 6{rD,cL) =
*

(4.1)

9

where rl = Rl/Z0, ru = RD/ZO and b, d, /,g are related to c/, = Cl/C7 as:
b = 2(1+3C L -|-34)

(4.2)

d = 6(H-2C L )(1+4C£ + 64)

(4.3)

/ = 2(l+6ci + 15ci + 12c|)

(4.4)

g = 1 + 4C l + 6c|,

(4.5)

The derivation of (4.1) is based upon a "no-peak" condition upon the transfer
function of the circuit in the frequency domain. This "no-peak" condition in the
frequency domain allows only 4% overshoot at the end of the line in the time
domain. We can invert (4.1) to prescribe driver resistance
Rd

T.=

-Wrl) + JU +W-ffW

TTv

(46)

For non-zero CL and Rl, Eq.(4.6) requires that Rjj < Z 0 . This condition on driver
resistance results in a f«ist response with overshoot limited to only 4%.

4.3

Application of Overshoot Controlled Condition - Guidelines Gov
erning the Need for Controlled-Impedance Interconnections and
Determining the Driver Resistance

In this section we explore the use of the overshoot-control condition, Eq. (4.6),
for deciding in what ranges of line, load and driver parameters inductive effects
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dominate the response. For three major different package regimes (i) on-chip, (ii)
multichip modules, and (iii) printed circuit boards, by using overshoot controlled
condition we will find the desired driver resistance range by using overshoot con
trolled condition with typical line parameters of each package.
For a overshoot controlled interconnection, the line resistance rl has to
satisfy the overshoot condition (4.1). In addition, the line resistance is determined
by the physical parameters of the line, i.e, width W, thickness T and length I. At
dc,
— = pl .
Z0 WTZ0

(4.7)
K
'

Where p is the resistivity of the conductor. Equating (4.1) to (4.7), we have
*>(rD,cL) =
Denote the line length in above equation as /&,
j _ S(rD,cL)WTZ0
6

P

or in terms of sheet resistance/square Ra, Rn = p/T
h=

6{-r°<ctiWZ°

(4.8)

Rn
In relation (4.8), ^(r£»,Ci) is given by the overshoot-control condition (4.1). Line
length lb is the minimum line length having 4% overshoot, i.e., line lengths longer
than 4 given by (4.8) lead to overshoot less than 4%, and line lengths shorter than
the 4 given by (4.8) result in greater overshoot. To show how the relation (4.8)
helps to determine the line behavior, we apply this relation to some practical cases.
The length /& goes to zero for ro = ^(1+^)*' so ^or
an RC-response, we need to reduce RD below

any

improvement over
Some practical
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Table 4.2: Parameters for Three Packaging Technologies
technology Thickness Width
T (ftm) W (/im)
on-chip
1.0
1.0
MCM
50~100
12
10~40
3
PCB
30
80
34-68
100~200

Length
1 (cm)
~1.0
4~10

metal
Al
Cu

resistivity
p (ft — cm)
4.2X10-6
3.0x10-®

6~15

Cu

1.7xl0-6

values of line parameters for three different interconnection levels: on-chip, multichip module (MCM) and printed circuit board (PCB) are collected and listed
in Table (4.2). Values of thickness T, and width W are collected from references
[8, 9, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Resistivities for on-chip and MCM are the values
of thin-film materials, and the resistivity for PCB is the bulk value of the mate
rial. Characteristic impedance Z0 is 50J7 for all three applications. The dielectric
thickness H is adjusted to satisfy Z0 = 50(1.
Figure (4.3) shows the curves for on-chip interconnection, with line pa
rameters taken from Table 4.2, and normalized capacitance values cjr, = 0, 1, and
10. The curves /& vs rjj represent 4% overshoot with cl as parameter. Thus for
any length of interconnect with defined width and sheet resistance, the choice of
TD determines the step response behavior. In the region above the curve for a
chosen cl, the line response is slower and the overshoot is less than 4%. In the
region below the curve, the step response is faster, but overshoot in excess of 4%
occurs on line. Another way to look at these curves is that above the curves the
response is dominated by RC time constants, and below the curves inductance
is important and an RLC line model is needed. Consider the case ci=0. When
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rc=0.8, the minimum line length for 4% overshoot is about 1mm, but if rp is
reduced to 0.4, the minimum line length is about 2 mm, which can be compared
to the average on-chip interconnect length of less than 1.0cm or / = y/Af3 [36],
where A is the chip area. In other words, for on-chip applications, the reduction
of rp is effective in speeding response only for quite short lines ~ 2mm. For larger
load capacitances C£, there is virtually no overshoot on the line, and response is
governed by an RC line model rather than an RCL model.
For multichip modules, Fig. (4.4) shows the 4% overshoot curves with
T = 12/im, W = 50fim. In the case

=0, when r£>=0.8, minimum line length

cl

h ~ 60cm, and for C£,=L, rp =0.8, h ~ 10 cm. Even for C£,=10, if rp reduced
to 0.4, minimum line length is about 1cm. The average chip-chip line length is
2.5-8cm [11]. Thus, reduction of rp provides faster interconnections in many cases..
A reasonable rp range is 0.4 to 1.
For printed circuit board, with a conductor width of 100 fim and thickness
of 34 /im, the relation of minimum line length and driver resistance rjj is plotted in
Fig. (4.5). For ci=0, rp < 0.8, k > 1000cm, and for C£=L, rp < 0.8, h > 100cm.
Therefore faster step response is readily obtained by reduction of rp, and the choice
given by the curves leads to only 4% overshoot.
In practice the load capacitor is the input capacitor of the receiver, typi
cally on the order of fF. It is very small compared with the line capacitor which
is typically in the pF range. Thus, the normalized load capacitance CL usually is
less than 1. Therefore, for both MCM and PCB, the interesting rp range is 0.8~1.
For the on-chip case overshoot control is not an effective method to improve signal
response.
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on-chip interconnection

Ci «0
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C.-10

S
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Normalized Driver Resistance
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IJJ

Figure 4.3: Line length as a function of driver resistance ro = R D I Z 0, with
ci, — Cl/CI as a parameter, on-chip interconnection case.
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MCM interconnection

CL«0
C..1

le+0] —

0.00

0.40

0.60

0.80

Normalized Driver Resistance rD

Figure 4.4: Line length as a function of driver resistance
= RD/Z 0 , with
CL = CL/CI as a parameter. Multichip module interconnection case.
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PCB interconnection
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0.80
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Normalized Driver Resistance rD

Figure 4.5: Line length as a function of driver resistance rjr> = R D / Z 0 , with
ci = CL/CI as a parameter. Printed circuit board interconnection case.
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4.4

Driver Resistance

As discussed above, when an RLC interconnection model applies, driver resistance
r-£> can be lowered to improve step response. In this section, we focus on the
driver circuit required by an overshoot-controlled design. The range for RD is 0.6
~ 1.0 Z0 from the last section. From chapter 2 we know the usual design range
for characteristic impedance ZQ is 40 ~ 110 fI, this means that the desired driver
resistances are less than 100ft for the cases demonstrated. For such low value of
RD, new driver schemes need to be considered. We also discuss the power and
area constraints in driver design.
4.4.1

CMOS Driver

Delay Considerations
Most of today's IC's are fabricated using advanced CMOS technology. Therefore,
the easiest choice for a driver is a CMOS driver. The basic CMOS driver is the
inverter shown in Fig. (4.6). It consists of an n-channel MOSFET and a p-channel
MOSFET. The supply voltage for CMOS conventionally is called VJJ. In the
simplified equivalent circuit, the MOSFET's are represented by an ideal p-switch
and n-switch. The two resistors represent the on-resistance of the two MOSFETs.
When the input goes up, three things happen: the n-channel device turns on, the
p-channel device turns off, and the output is pulled down to ground. When the
input goes down, the p-channel device turns on, the n-channel device turns off,
and the output goes up to Va.
The basic driver of Fig. (4.6) has a large effective impedance, Rp or Rn,
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making this driver very slow for large capacitive loads Cx, such as MCM offchip wiring or MCM-chip interface capacitances. Therefore, drivers with lower
resistance have been devised, using cascaded drivers or multistaged buffers. The
resistive driver model is valid since the output resistance of each inverter is isolated
from its predecessor. The cascaded driver configuration is shown in Fig.( 4.7). The
driver circuit uses a sequence of N inverters, each inverter a factor a larger in width
than its predecessor, with the first inverter being of minimum geometry [61]:
a

_ Wfft+i _ Cj+1 _ Ri
Wgi
Ci
Ri+i

Where Wgi is the gate width of the ith inverter, C,- and Ri are the input capacitance
and output resistance of the ith inverter. Detailed delay analysis of series connected
inverters has been done elsewhere [62, 63, 64]. The simplest analysis treats the
series-connected CMOS inverters as lumped RC circuits [61]. Then the total delay
of the cascaded driver can be expressed in terms of the resistance and capacitance
of the minimum-sized device R0 and C0 as
tD = 7 £ RtCi+i = fiaCoRo + a2Co— + •••) = 7( N - 1 )aR0C0

(4.9)

a

i

where to is the total delay time of of a driver with N stages. The output resistance
of the last stage, RN is used to drive the interconnection; it combines with line

—1 L P-chan"®1
—J L n-channel

Figure 4.6: The basic CMOS inverter and simplified equivalent circuits.
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Figure 4.7: Cascaded driver
and load and defines line response. 7 is a constant that changes with the specific
definition of delay. In logic circuits delay often is defined as the time between the
arrival of the 50 percent point of the input waveform and the time to reach the
50 percent point of the output waveform. For this definition, 7=0.69 [25], it is
estimated from the response of a lumped RC circuit, using the step response:
Yzm -1 _
vMn ~
The number of stages N depends on both the parameters of the minimum-sized
inverter and the load (interconnection). For example, if we desire a driver with
output resistance of tdZ0, where the normalized driver resistance rp < 1, then the
last stage must match this resistance so
RN = Rd

=

i~DZ

0

=

R0
A N-L

which can be solved for N
N =

1+

l n Ro
/^°.

(4.10)

The value of a usually is obtained by optimizing the total delay of the
cascaded driver to- By substituting Eq. (4.10) for N into Eq. (4.9), talcing the
derivative of to with respect to a, and setting the derivative to zero, the optimal
value of a can be found. Thus,
In ^
tD = 7-j^aRoCo,

(4.11)
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and

leads to a solution Ina =-1. Therefore the optimal value of a is the base of natural
logarithms, e = 2.71828.

Area Consideration
According to Eq. (4.11), the total driver delay increases quasi-linearly with in
creasing a. However, if a larger a than the optimal value c is used, area can be
saved with little increase in delay. Bakoglu [25] suggested using a = 5 to reduce
area requirements with little sacrifice of delay.
Using an jRC-line analysis, previous work has derived a driver requirement
by minimizing the RC delay of the system, i.e., driver+line+load. For example,
Bakoglu and Meindl [65] proposed several driving schemes with optimum delay
for high speed interconnection using an RC-line model. Other approaches using
the ilC-model to reduce delays have been mentioned in [66, 67, 68]. Both expo
nential buffers and multiple spaced buffers have been treated. Dhar and Franklin
[69] presented a design for optimum buffer circuits for driving long uniform lines
including an area constraint, and showed that a nonconstant tapering factor with
a 5% increase in delay can lead to 50% decrease in area occupied by the buffers.
Again, RC line models were used.
In our overshoot-controlled interconnection, the driver resistance is de
termined by the overshoot control condition Eq. (4.6). The normalized driver
resistance rjj is a function of the line parameters and the load. This driver condi
tion leads to a response faster than the RC response, as we discussed. Therefore,
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we need to modify the above i2C-based buffer design models. In terms of the
output resistance of the minimum-sized inverter, Ro we estimate how many stages
are needed to achieve minimum delay.
Table (4.3) lists the electrical parameters of CMOS transistors [25]. The
resistance value in the table is roughly that from the linear I-V region of the MOSFET characteristic, Wf/mC0(Vdd — Vr) [70], where m is the mobility of electron or
hole, C0 is the total gate capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage, VT is the threshold
voltage, and Wg is the gate width. The output resistance of minimum featured in
verter can be roughly approximated by the parallel resistance of pMOS and nMOS
device in the CMOS inverter:
*> = (ir + -5-)"'
tin Hp

(412)

which will lead to an average of rise and fall times. Taking the resistance values
in table 4.3, the output resistance R0 of the minimum sized inverter can be calcu
lated. For 2/xm CMOS technology i20=7kfl, for 1.3, 0.7 and 0.35 fim technologies
i20=4kfi. Using Eq.(4.10), the number of stages is calculated. Fig. ( 4.8) shows
the number of stages as a function of r£>=i?£>/Z0. Assuming the interconnection
driven by the cascaded driver has characteristic impedance Za= 5017, two tapering
factors a = e and a = 5 are used. Therefore, an i?C-buffer model should be
adequate assuming the buffer dimensions are small enough to limit any inductive
effects, which usually will be the case. These results assume an iZC-model for the
cascaded driver, but determine Rp for the overshoot condition.
As seen in Fig.(4.8), for tapering factor a = e, 6 to 7 stages are needed
for rp=0.2 ~ 0.8. For tapering factor a = 5, 4 to 5 stages are needed. The area

Table 4.3: CMOS Technology Parameters
wa
Lefj (l*m)
LD (/"»)
Xj (/zm)
to, (>1°)
VM (V)
Vr (V)
fin {cm2/Vsec)
Hp (cm2fVsec)
C0 (fF)

2 fim 1.3urn 0.7urn 0.35 urn
0.5
0.25
1.0
1.4
0.1
0.05
0.15
0.3
0.1
0.25
0.2
0.5
250
100
50
400
3.3
2.0
1.0
5.0
0.65
0.4
0.2
0.8
250
200
200
250
100
100
175
175
2
1
3
4
8000
8000
10000 8000
16000
20000 16000 16000

9J00
1.00

c

6M

AM

OJO

IJOO

Figure 4.8: Number of stages in cascaded driver as a function of RD/Z0
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required by the driver is the sum of N stages. Assuming that the minimum sized
device has an area Amin which is proportional to WgLg, the gate area, the total
area occupied by the cascaded driver is:
A = Amin(l + a + a2-{

|-aN-1).

(4.13)

Normalizing the total area to the minimum area Amin, we find
s

= TT = T=T
**mw

"

(4-14)

*•

To compare the areas corresponding to two tapering factors, the normalized area
£ is plotted against normalized driver resistance in Fig. (4.9). For the same
minimum driver resistance R0, a = 5 uses less area than a = e. But the total area
of driver is still very large. It is in the range of 100-4m,-„ ~1000i4m,n.
Power Consideration
The static power dissipation of CMOS is negligible. But with its rail-to-rail voltage
swing (switching from Vu to ground level), at high operating speeds CMOS may
dissipate large transient power. The total power dissipation of a CMOS driver is
P=\CtotVlv + P,-cv

(4.15)

where the first term is the power used to charge and discharge the gate capacitors,
v is the operating frequency, Va is the power supply voltage, and Ctot is the sum
of the input capacitances of all the buffer stages. For N stages Ctot can be written
as:
Ctot = C0(1 + a + q2 + • • • + aN 1).

(4-16)
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The second term, P4_ci/, is the power that results from the short-circuit between
Vdd and Vtt when both transistors are in transition. P,-e, the short-circuit power
for a single cycle, is expressed as a sum for the short-circuit powers for each stage
[64]:

=

1=1

(4.17)

where Iid is the average drain current when the voltage swings from Vdd to V„.
Drain current is proportional to gate size, Iddi = aWgi, where a is a proportionality
factor. It then can be expressed in terms of short-circuit power for minimum-sized
inverter, P0,-c = <*Wg\(Vdd — V„), as:
Pa-c = Poa-c(1 + a + Ot2 + • • • + OtN 1)

(4.18)

Substituting Ct0t and P,-c into Eq. (4.15), and normalizing to the total power
of the minimum-sized driver, Pmtn = Poa-cv + 1/2CoVddV, the normalized power
dissipation is
e=

P
aN — 1
P- = ~^Tu
* mtn

< 4 - 19 )

The normalized power has the same form as the normalized area. Therefore, the
power dissipation of the cascaded driver can be estimated from Fig. (4.9), and it
is substantial, 100Pmin to 100Pm,„, when r/> is lowered to 1~0.4.
Remarks
Using cascaded CMOS drivers to obtain a low driver resistance introduces larger
area requirements and higher power dissipation. These costs suggest consideration
of bipolar and BiCMOS drivers for the overshoot-controlled line. We continue our
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Figure 4.9: Normalized driver area versus normalized driver resistance.
discussion of drivers to see whether bipolar and BiCMOS drivers are better than
cascaded CMOS drivers.
4.4.2

Bipolar Driver and BiCMOS Driver

Bipolar drivers have many attractive features: high switching speed, higher current
drive capability and current gain, etc. But compared to CMOS, bipolar drivers
occupies larger area and dissipates higher power. Table 4.4 [71] compares the gate
areas and performance of CMOS logic and current-mode logic (CML) bipolar. The
gate size of bipolar is four times of that of CMOS. Since CMOS dissipates power
only during the switching period, it dissipates much less power than bipolar. Speed
of bipolar CML gate is four times faster than CMOS.
In what follows a simple dc analysis of bipolar drivers is presented which
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Table 4.4: Comparison of CMOS and Bipolar Device
Technology
Gate Size Delay Power/gate
(mil2)
(nsec)
(mW)
(min. linewidth, ftm)
CML (high-speed bipolar)
3.0
12.0
0.5
1.2
1.5
4.0
0.3
0.4
0.75
1.0
0.3
0.1
CMOS
4.0
0.06/10MHz
3.0
2.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
0.02/10MHz
0.75
0.25
O.Ol/lOMHz
0.5

does not account for dynamic effects of bipolar switching. Nonetheless, this anal
ysis indicates the advantage of the bipolar transistor as a low resistance driver.

The most commonly used BJT output stages are: (i) emitter follower
output stage, and (ii) totem-pole output stage, shown in Fig. (4.10-a). The char
acteristic of emitter follower is that it provides a low output resistance. When
goes high, transistor turns on, the output resistance can be found by reflecting the
base resistance to the emitter circuit,
(4.20)
where RB is usually the output resistance of previous stage, re is the resistance
between base and emitter looking into the emitter. I t is defined as r e = VT/IE,
VT is the thermal voltage, 26mV at room temperature. Typically re is very small.
RE sets the output voltage, its value can vary depending on different output re
quirements, usually it is in the range of a few kft. For example, if the input high
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voltage is 5V, then

is 4.3V, and for a current of 5mA, i2£=860fi, re=5.2Q.

The current gain of the transistor,/? for an NPN bipolar is in the range of 100 to
200 [72]. If Rb is 5kft, R^t is calculated to be 5217 for /?=100.
A more general output stage shown in Fig. (4.10-b) is a combination
of common-emitter and the emitter follower configuration. The output driver is
driven by two complementary signals K„x and VJ„2. When VJ„i is high,

2 is

low, Ql is on and Q2 is off. The common-emitter transistor Q1 provide an output
resistance Rcetat (it is also called "closure resistance"), it is very low, on the order
of a few ohms [72]. The output is at low state. When

2 is high, VJ„i is low, Ql

is off, Q2 is on. Q2 is a emitter follower, it provides a low output resistance. The
output is at the high state.
The two bipolar drivers analyzed here are the simplest ones. The actual
drivers are more complex; more transistors may be included to improve the transfer
characteristics. But even these simple drivers show that bipolar drivers could be
a candidate to drive overshoot-controlled interconnection. Since it doesn't require
multiple stages to obtain a low driver resistance, power, area, and delay may still
be comparable to that of a CMOS staged driver. However, a more quantitative
driver comparison needs to be done.
BiCMOS is a relatively recent process technology, which merges features
of bipolar and CMOS technologies. It combines low-power CMOS logic with high
speed and high current drive capability of bipolar circuitry in one device. BiCMOS
may be the best candidate for driving the overshoot-controlled interconnection.
The typical BiCMOS driver is composed of a CMOS inverter and an emitter fol
lower bipolar transistor, see Fig. (4.11). As mentioned before the output resistance
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Figure 4.10: (a) Emitter follower output stage, (b) Totem-pole output stage.
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Figure 4.11: BiCMOS output buffer.
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Figure 4.12: Gate array cell delay vs. power
of the driver can be calculated by reflecting the output resistance of CMOS driver
to the emitter circuit of the bipolar. For the minimum-sized CMOS drivers used
in previous section Ro = 4kfl, if /?=50, the output resistance Rout = 80Q. It is
very effective using a single bipolar emitter follower to reduce the driver resistance.
A few stages (two or three) of CMOS cascaded drivers with an emitter follower
can provide a low output driver resistance suitable for all the cases: MCM, PCB
discussed in earlier section.
Comparisons of delay and power for bipolar, CMOS and BiCMOS are
made in Fig. (4.12) [73]. BiCMOS and CMOS have almost the same performance,
and yet BiCMOS offers better drive capability. Compared to bipolar, BiCMOS dis
sipates less power with nearly the same speed, and it provides higher density than
bipolar. The BiCMOS driver is the most suitable driver for overshoot-controlled
interconnection.
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4.5

Summary

The focus of this chapter was on how to improve the performance of interconnec
tion. It is shown that a fast speed can be achieved with no risk of overshoot by
applying the overshoot-controlled interconnection design in some packaging appli
cations. For this overshoot-controlled design, driver resistance needs to be reduced
below the characteristic impedance of interconnection. We have evaluated three
packaging applications: on-chip, MCM, PCB using overshoot-controlled condition,
and proved that for on-chip interconnections, overshoot-controlled design is not an
effective way to improve the performance, for both MCM and PCB interconnec
tions, overshoot-controlled design can provide faster speeds. Means of achieving
low-impedance drivers by CMOS, bipolar, and BiCMOS are discussed with com
parison on their power, delay, and area occupied.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

There are two major issues in packaging design. One is the design of physical
parameters of package, and the other is the design of the electrical performance
of the package. We have examined design of the physical parameters of intercon
nection in a systematic way by considering packing density, mechanical, thermal
and fabrication limits, and noise-control all together. The complex nature of the
interconnection design makes it important to consider all design concerns for an
effective optimal design. As can be seen, two areas are the center of the inter
connection technology developments. One area is "fabrication" which can provide
higher-performance and lower cost systems. The other area is concerned with the
constraints and limits related to IC technology and how they impact on pack
aging technology. As shown in chapter 2 and chapter 3, design constraints such
as controlled impedance and controlled noise are netted together to provide the
guideline for interconnection geometries. For interconnections on MCM, we have
demonstrated that for increasing packing densities, the electrical and fabrication
constraints force the use of lossy lines.
However a more complete analysis can be done for specific MCM fabrica
tions, if more information can be found fo quantities such as wiring density, yield,
thermal properties etc. Due to limited information and also to provide overview of
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MCM technologies in general, this author has not presented a detailed quantitative
analysis. But all the formulas and procedures developed in this thesis are readily
extended for such analysis.
Overshoot-controlled RLC interconnection design provides a generalized
impedance-matched condition which combines load, line and driver for overshootcontrolled performance. This design trades driver resistance for better circuit re
sponse of lossy interconnections. We have shown that the reduction of driver
resistance RD below the characteristic impedance yfL/C, the traditional choice
for impedance matching, is necessary to achieve faster speeds for interconnections
in MCM.
For low-impedance drivers that are requested by overshoot-controlled in
terconnection, choices of CMOS, bipolar and BiCMOS drivers are compared with
respect to power dissipation, delay and area occupied. BiCMOS offers the best
drive capability with low power and area requirements.
The analysis in overshoot controlled interconnection does not include re
sistive loads. However, a capacitive load is the most interesting case for lossy
interconnections. The drivers discussed in this work are simple cases, where in
practice more complicated drivers are used, therefore extensive study needs to be
performed on various driver schemes. With the simulation tools available, more
detailed quantitative analysis on delay, power and area can be done than using the
approximated equations given in this study.
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